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About This Content

Back in the mid-80s! With this add-on, the player can take control of a completely new Hungarian bus, adapted to work in
Germany, allowing him to take a ride through the streets of Berlin and other cities and towns of Eastern Germany. The bus has a

length of 16.5 metres, with its engine located under the floor. A thruster rear axle makes it comfortable to move around the
narrow streets of the big cities.

During the 90s many buses were re-exported into many ex-Soviet countries. The add-on includes versions made for many cities
of some CIS countries (Russia, Belarus).

The Ikarus 280.02 is presented in versions from 1984 to 1987. They all differ in both appearance and interior. The bus has a
6-speed manual gearbox and a six-cylinder diesel engine D2156HM6U, which allows it to reach a top speed of 60 km/h. It is

adapted to work in Germany, so the road train signs and head parking lights are missing. Also, it differs in the almost complete
absence of window leafs in the passenger cabin (2 per section).
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Version 280.02 1984-1: One of the earlier versions. The bus has old seats and Trilex system diskless wheels .

Version 280.02 1984-2: The introduction of mechanical ventilation over the driver's head.

Version 280.02 1985 established a new type of Euro disc wheels and new seats in the passenger cabin.

Version 280.02 1986: No decorative moulding on the bonnet.

Version 280.02 1987 established a new broad rubber moldings.
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Bus spawns but cannot for the life of me get it rolling or started for that matter. WILL BE REFUNDING.. The model is very
nice, the textures of the driver's cabin and the details are very, very good. The sounds are mostly ok. The bus comes in several
versions, but unfortunately they are all rather similar.

This is the weakest part of this dlc is the lack of variety - it doesn't include any of the variants with an automatic gearbox, nor
any with modern style doors.

All in all I'd recommend it , especially for those who like historical buses from the 1980s. Though you might want to wait for a
sale if east and central Euro buses aren't your thing.. Expensive, realistic and fantastic! Our memorial bus which named Ikarus is
finally here!. i used like this dlc but since the update the new buses have no brakes and no air pressure :(. very very
complicated,no manual in the bus folder,can\u00b4t get tha plates with destination,total failure,do not buy!. The worst addon
ever. I have read people griping about no manual. For some reason, it wasn't included in the main folder, but there is one in the
main store page. It does describe what most everything does, and I found it pretty helpful.

Anyways,
This is basically THE articulated bus that was pretty omnipresent in the East Bloc in the 1980s all the way to the late 1990s,
even to more recent times recently. There was even an American built version for the US market known as the 286 (not
included in this pack of course.)

Pros:
-Multiple variants and paint schemes.
-Cheeky way of doing the IBIS for the 2 default routes in the game using hte INFORMATIK's Cassette, complete with
announcments.
-Many small areas to peek into, like the engine, and some of it is needed to start the heating system.
-A CD player that can play your own custom .wavs, no more having to rely on radio stations that may or may not work due to
imcompatible scripts.
-Pretty responsive bus that is a joy to drive (once you figure it out.)

Cons:
-Documention, while good enoguh to get you moving could still use some clarification.
-Having to position yourself to see how much change you give your passengers when using the German systems.
-For some reason, it appears that there are no signboards for the Spandau routes. Often leaving you driving with no route
number and destination. This is a problem with a whole lot of buses with the old roll signs, like the VanHool freeware and a few
non steam freeware buses I put on.

Overall opinion:
Despite a few visual setbacks, overall a likable bus! Those having trouble getting it to move may find that this is a manual bus,
so therefore it has to be put into gear. Once you actually read the users manual for the bus, this is actually a pretty easy bus to
use. Of course, as mentioned, the main downside is having to get the rollsigns working for the bus. Overall I say this is one of
the better DLCs for OMSI2 you can find on steam, and I look forward to hopefully someday seeing the 286 (US market
version) and the 293 (Prototype bi-articulated version) in the sim eventually!
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I like this addon! I did struggle to get the dest. signs to work at first, but then I found out that the dest. signs on Berlin-Spandau
map wasn't included. Other than that it's a great and very detailed bus pack! I did find the dest. signs for Berlin-Spandau in a
post on Bustrainz website though!

Link to post: https:\/\/vk.com\/bustrainz?w=wall-47675823_2237

. Mixed feelings about this Bus DLC. The buses are Manual which I like, I bought the gear shifter for my G29 and these buses
give me a chance to use it in OMSI(other manual buses are available). The setup takes a while to get used to, the Ibis is
controlled by a entering the line and route info on a cassette tap and inserting it into the cassette player which is different. I
couldn't get the sign on the front of the bus show the destination but once you enter the info with the menu the people get on the
bus. The ticket machine is usually that you have a drawer full of coins rather than a coin dispenser. Overall I do like driving the
bus and it on of the most unique bus options, just takes a while to understand how to work everything.. Bus is OK, just not quite
what I wanted. Had a crash when entering route into the signboard, and could not get signboard to work. No manual?
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